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Each year individuals and small businesses conceive thousands of ideas 

or concepts for new products. Few of these new product ideas, however, 

are ever developed and brought into the marketplace. Consequently, few 

inventors ever realize any financial gain of their inventions. There are a 

variety of reasons why so few new product ideas progress to ultimate 

market introduction. A significant barrier is the financial expense relative 

to new product development which includes evaluation of marketability, 

patentability, and technical feasibility. Additional expense is incurred 

relative to product design, proprietary protection of the intellectual 

property encompassing the product, prototype development, etc. Further, 

few inventors pursue development of their new product ideas because 

completion of the above mentioned steps does not guarantee success in 

the marketplace. Only the "best" new products are often successful. 

Therefore, it is desirable to have a method for new product 

development which increases the expectation of financial return and 

decreases the cost of product development to individual inventors. 

Further, it is desirable to have a method for new product development 

which provides financial return to all inventor participants even if only a 

Single new product idea progresses to market introduction. Often one or 

more pools or funds are established into which ideas, concepts, or 

partially developed products are registered by individual or small 
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business registrants. Each pool receives new product ideas related to a 

particular technology area or patent classification. When a predetermined 

number of new product registrations have been received within a pool, 

the marketability, patentability, and technical feasibility are evaluated by 

a pool manager and at least one idea is selected, based on the evaluation, 

for product development and market introduction. Product development 

is funded by new idea registration.

The selected registration is developed through design 

engineering so as to optimally fulfill its utility function and market niche. 

When the selected registration has been fully developed into a viable 

new product, the intellectual property encompassing the invention may 

be legally protected by filing and prosecuting one or more United States 

or foreign patents. Upon issuance of a patent relative to the selected 

registration, the right to make, use, sell, and/or distribute the product 

encompassed by the patent is licensed to a manufacturer for ultimate 

market introduction. The pool manager undertakes efforts to identify and 

market the new product to potential licensees. The rights granted by the 

license are given to a manufacturer in exchange for royalties on sales of 

the new product during the term of the patent. A portion of the royalties 

generated through product sales is distributed first to the owner of the 

patent covering the selected new product registration. A second portion 

of the royalties that is smaller than the first portion is equally distributed 

to the pool registrants whose new product ideas were not selected for 

further development and market introduction. A third portion of the 

royalties that is smaller than the first portion is distributed to the manager 

of the pool. Thus, while the party who initially registered the new 

product idea receives the largest portion of eventual royalty revenues, 

each registrant in the pool receives a portion as well.
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Flow chart of the Registrations of Ideas leading to product development:                     

     But the above method is employed mostly in advance or we may 

say developed countries where as the under developed countries often do 

not possess proper arrangement and regulations for registration of ideas. 

This is so, because they do not have the desired level of interest and due 

to many other reasons they are unable to identify some proper 

dimensions for it. The Governments in developing countries lack the 

desirable level of expertise for proper analysis and understand of the 

importance of ideas and their trading in the market place. And secondly 

they do not have proper markets for selling new and advanced ideas. 

Most of the youth and small size, start-up innovators or business firms 

usually have little experience in the markets for which their innovations 

are most appropriate, and they have at most two or three technologies at 

the stage of potential market introduction. For these firms, a key 

management challenge is how to translate promising ideas into a stream 

of economic returns for their founders, investors and employees. In other 
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words, the main problem is not so much invention but commercialization 

of ideas and the strategies needed for them. 

Every year a number of graduates, firms and even start-up firms 

tend to produce and generate new and advance ideas but they often are 

unable to sell or introduce them in the open markets. Resultantly they 

either sell those ideas to firms that are operating either outside the home 

country or then do not belong to the same environment. Even sometimes 

a number of ideas are not rewarded appropriately and the inventors are 

not given any particular share of the revenue generated from its idea.  To 

understand the role of markets for ideas, consider the experience of 

Robert Kearns, the independent inventor of the intermittent windshield 

wiper in the early 1960s.Unable to commercialize on his own, Kearns 

approached senior engineers at the Ford Motor Company, disclosing both 

the operating principles and functionality of his invention. After some 

negotiation, Ford rejected a licensing agreement with Kearns, but 

introduced a similar technology to the market shortly thereafter. For over 

20 years, Ford and other automakers declined to pay Kearns royalties on 

this invention; it was not until the 1990s that Kearns successfully upheld 

his patent and extracted a portion of the economic returns (Seabrook, 

1994). In this case, the absence of a market for ideas reduced Kearns’ 

ability to earn returns on his invention and, by setting a precedent, 

eliminated the incentives for start-up innovation in the automotive 

technology sector.

Product Market and the Market Place for Ideas: A comparison

In general, product markets consist of those firms and organizations 

which produce something tangible or in tangible and offer them for sale. 

Those firms have vested money for the sake of production and have 

accumulated financial, human resources, and technological resources as 
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well to remain in competition. Further, the high risks are always involved 

in making huge investments and even sometimes expired investment 

costs can lead the businesses to default. But most of the small firms have 

limited resources and they are often unable to consider many strategic 

options, instead they pursue small number of strategic options and that 

too without losing effectiveness in delivering consumer value (Bhide, 

2000; Veugelers and Cassiman, 1999). Firms, 

Huge investments are not necessary for selling ideas into 

marketplace for ideas. In contrast an analysis is needed for the benefits 

that can be availed from the Marketplace for ideas. Conversely, no 

physical goods are required; no physical market is required but a buyer 

and a seller only. No investments are required to be made in terms of 

inventory, or then something physical but instead some research and 

development costs can be considered. Availability of markets for ideas 

provides incentives to develop innovations reinforcing the value of 

current technology. For example, companies such as Intel spend 

considerable resources explicitly encouraging the external development 

of complementary technology (Gawer and Cusumano, 2002)

Commercialization Strategies for the development and Selling of 

Ideas:

The first and primary phase for the commercialization of ideas is to 

provide it the relative protection of copyrights and then establish a proper 

procedure for accessing that idea, its royalty allocation and a proper 

share of the inventor after utilization. Intellectual Property Organizations 

should provide visible and lucid guidelines of registering an idea 

produced, either by an individual, group of individuals, or then an 

organization and the benefits they can get from the registration of those 

ideas. After registering various ideas regarding products, services the 
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same ideas should be sold in the open market, called as market place for 

ideas. It is an idea that tends to generate revenue and not a product or 

service, as a tangible or intangible product is basically the prototyped and 

developed form of an idea. Thus if it is a bit difficult to produce some 

tangible goods then developing and selling of ideas can be fruitful.  

The Governments need to encourage the firms to produce new 

ideas in different fields, such as Technology, Engineering Designs, 

Commercial Goods, Durable Goods, Production Processes, Services 

Technologies, Material Goods and all the service organizations to 

conduct research and development activities and produce ideas that can 

surely lead to some economic activities and investments.

Another focus, for selling ideas, should be on the Investors. In 

product market we often have a buyer and a seller, but in market place 

for ideas we have an inventor and an investor. These two components 

can join to form a market place for ideas. Encouraging investors to invest 

in ideas, if feasible, will encourage inventors independently and an 

additive advantage that society can get will be a boom in economic 

activities.

In the same way, we need to design a proper system in which all 

the registrants of ideas should get some rewards for their contribution in 

some way. After taking all those necessary measures then a response 

from the inventors can be expected. As the main idea behind the selling 

of an “Idea” is to make money.
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